Yates County Ad Hoc Reapportionment/Redistricting Committee’s 14 Member Map Proposal
INFORMATIONAL POINTS

- This map was generated working off the previous Ad Hoc Committee's map, April 1B 14 member plan. There were minor changes made in an attempt to reduce the amount of population affected from the movement of district boundaries.
- District 1 stayed the same as it is present day.
- The Benton portion of the Village of Penn Yan stayed the way the previous committee had adjusted it.
- Less of Himrod was moved into District 4 from District 3 than was done in the previous map. As a result, a smaller portion of the residents were moved/affected.
- There are 455 less residents affected using the current committees proposed map than using the previous committees map. A smaller number of districts are affected as well.
- The County Attorney has given the “okay” for the proposed deviation of 7.82%.
- The history of past redistricting/reapportionment, the math used to calculate the percentage of deviation, and the requirements from the State of New York are thoroughly compiled in the previous committees reports should anyone require additional information on that portion.